decreased as the period of drought lengthened. During drought stress, there were gradual decreases in the normalized total complementary area above the O鄄J鄄I鄄P transient ( S m ) , the probability that a trapped exciton will move an electron into the electron transport chain beyond Q A ( 鬃 0 ) , and quantum yield for electron transport ( 渍E 0 ) , which reflect electron transport activities of the PS域 acceptor side. During drought stress, there were gradual increases in the approximated initial slope of the fluorescence transient ( M 0 ) and the relative variable fluorescence intensity at the J鄄step and I鄄step ( V J and V I ) . The dissipated energy flux per RC ( DI 0 / RC) and dissipated energy flux per CS ( DI 0 / CS 0 ) , which reflect heat dissipation, significantly increased in response to drought stress. As the period of drought stress lengthened, there were decreases in the density of RCs ( RC / CS 0 ) , F v / F m and performance index on an absorption basis ( PI abs ) , which reflect the photochemical efficiency of PS域, while there were increases in relative variable fluorescence at 300 滋s of the chlorophyll fluorescence transient ( W K ) , reflecting electron transport activities of the donor side. Moreover, we observed degradation of the oxygen鄄 evolving complex ( OEC) as the period of drought stress lengthened. Taken together, these results indicated that the decline of PS域 function in ginkgo leaves was due to an inbalance in energy flux allocation, instability of PS域 units, inactivation of reaction centers, disturbance of electron transport, and damage to the oxygen鄄evolving complex under drought stress. Q A accumulation on the PS域 acceptor side may have played a major role in the decrease in PS域 electron transport activity that accompanied reaction center inactivation. PI abs was more sensitive than F v / F m to drought stress, and may be used as a biomarker to determine the extent of drought stress in ginkgo leaves. 
